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Abstract— In today’s outgrowing and tremendously 

increasing latest technologies, e-commerce brings an ease in 

today’s life style. People now-a-days seek for a faster 

delivery along with a quality product where which when 

failed to get can switch to other options. Availability of "N" 

number of websites brings out a competition in the cat race 

of market value. “Printing Press", an e-commerce printing 

website, prints visiting cards, wedding cards, brochure, 

flyer, etc... Which can be ordered online by few simple 

procedural steps? Delivery will be done subjected to a 

specific time period most probably after a week of working 

days respected to Mumbai location. One can register and 

order minimal as well as a bulk as per the customer 

requirement Content to be printed should be uploaded by the 

customer through the website in ".PDF" format as per 

keeping the size of item in mind One can contact  the 

printing press via mail or contact shared in "About us" page. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing manner an application of processes and 

techniques the use of era to transform tangible inputs 

inclusive of raw substances, semi-completed items, 

subassemblies, and intangible inputs along with ideas and 

information to arrive on the favoured product together with 

goods or offerings without sacrificing the preferred fine. 

Sources are used in this system to create an output that is 

suitable to be used or has alternate value. A corporation has 

lots of output that should be made for them to reach their 

consumer’s needs. Guide tracking of manufacturing is quite 

tedious and requires adequate time, but with the appearance 

of production control or tracking gadget, this trouble can be 

alleviated. Manufacturing tracking device or pms is a 

powerful and efficient control device and used widely in 

manufacturing traces, warehouses, and offices. It's been 

confirmed to boom productiveness, store sources, enhance 

employees’ morale, and make sure production goal is met 

on time. Whilst sales, however, is the interest or commercial 

enterprise of promoting services or products? Many human 

beings  are acquiring  their  earnings  through  promoting  

products, and nearly all and sundry are surviving due to the 

fact we purchase items and offerings from those dealers for 

our commodity wishes. Considering the fact that infinite 

humans are selling and purchasing exceptional services and 

products for their daily lives, there are instances whilst 

sellers cannot accommodate their customers right away, 

especially the ones who have a large wide variety of orders. 

Furthermore, they cannot record their transactions right 

away, which end up in their profit loss and a few more 

plights. A commercial enterprise need to have a sales 

management device for the agency's attainment of sales 

desires in a powerful and green manner. It can be similarly 

performed with the utilization of suitable making plans, 

employment, and controlling govt. assets. An income 

control system (sms) [can be thought of as the mechanism 

used by sales managers to make income management extra 

comfy and faster. It has been defined as a records machine 

(is) utilized by income professionals or business entities for 

income monitoring, which enables the income control 

system.  The respondent printing press enterprise 

traditionally touts their services in a house to house manner. 

They go to their obvious customers to propose their 

offerings.  This procedure requires more time and attempt to 

conduct.   The business enterprise does not have a stock of 

materials that deliver them into intricacies in scrutinizing 

their supplies used for production and checking their 

inventory availability.  They encounter difficulties in 

calculating their debts payables and receivables as they use a 

manual procedure of computing, which may also cause a 

number of chaos and mistakes. Also, their present machine 

calls for a whole lot of paper works wherein even a small 

transaction calls for many paper fill and loss of even an 

unmarried report may additionally cause a hard state of 

affairs because all the documents are commonly interrelated. 

As a consequence, the proponent determined to expand a 

web printing press production and sales control, which 

minimized the business enterprise's  manufacturing  and  

income enterprise  for every transaction and procedures they 

undergo, decreased obstacle,  and  upgraded  the  gadget  

into  a  new  and stepped forward one. It enabled managing 

a large amount of data and made the transaction processing 

faster and simpler. The development of the machine 

changed into guided by way of the two predominant 

techniques in growing structures, specifically: Rapid 

Application Development (RAD) and model-driven 

development (mdd) techniques. The implementation of 

those methodologies becomes aided by means of utilizing 

different software engineering workbenches (sews). Stitch is 

an incorporated set of case equipment that paintings together 

to support a sizable technique consisting of software 

program design or configuration control.  

Workbench is composed of two or more case gear 

and support specific software program- process sports. 

Hence they achieve: a homogeneous and regular interface 

(presentation integration); and seamless integration of gear 

and tool chains (manipulate and records integration). An 

instance of a workbench is Microsoft’s visible c# 

programming surroundings. It includes several improvement 

tools along with GUI builder, a code editor, debugger, and 

so on. Workbenches are also categorised in the identical 

way as gear focusing on evaluation, improvement, and 

verification, in addition to being focused at the upper case, 

lower case, or tactics which includes configuration control 

that span the complete existence-cycle.  In accordance  to 

fuggetta, every other category of sew is based on framework 

workbenches  that aid one or extra sports,  gear that guide 
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simplest precise obligations in systems development, and 

environments   that  support  a  large  element  of  the  

software manner. Based on these classifications, tools can 

be similarly classified into enhancing, programming, 

verification and validation, configuration control, metrics 

and size, and assignment control gear. Workbenches are 

classified depending at the sports that they help as: 

enterprise making plans and modeling, consumer interface 

improvement, programming, verification and validation, 

renovation and reverse engineering configuration control, 

and project management workbenches.  Finally, 

environments are categorized as toolkits, which are 

incorporated collections of products, language-targeted, 

incorporated, fourth-technology environments, or manner-

focused environments. Laptop- aided software engineering 

(case) is an era that uses a computer-assisted method to 

control software program improvement, mainly on huge, 

complicated initiatives regarding complicated software 

program components and people. The usage of case permits   

designers,   code   writers,   testers,   planners,   and 

managers to percentage a general view of each degree of 

improvement. 

II. SYSTEM SCOPE 

This project is an online application for managing 

production and sales for a printing press company. 

Specifically, it focused on the development of the following 

modules:  File Maintenance Module. The system provides a 

tool to manage customers, employees, suppliers, and 

materials records. Material Inventory Management Module. 

The system includes controlling  and  monitoring  of  

availability  of  raw  materials stocks,  needed  for  the  

production,  from  ordering  from  a supplier into its 

delivery. The inventory clerk will handle this module.   Job   

Order   Management   Module.   This   module provides a 

mechanism for the Operation Department to manage job 

orders, which include creation, approval, rejection, and 

reactivating job orders. It also provides an interface for 

customers to   monitor   their   job order’s production   status 

through their online account. Billing Module. This module 

will allow the billing clerk to generate a billing statement of 

customers.   Payment and Accounting Module. This module 

accepts a customer's payment based on the generated bill. It 

also includes the management of accounts receivable and 

accounts   payable   of the   company.   It   can automatically 

compute the disbursement of each transaction and can 

immediately produce a delivery receipt for every finished 

service. It also sets up a person who authorizes the receipt 

before releasing of finished job orders. The cashiering and 

accounting department will handle this module. Report 

Generation Module. This module will allow the cashiering 

and accounting department to generate reports such as a list 

of jobs, account payables, account receivables, daily, 

weekly, monthly, and annual sales reports. Security Module. 

This module provides administrative tools for system 

maintenance, facilitated management of look-up tables, 

system configuration, scheduled services, facilitated the 

management of users and groups, privileges, and security.   

User Management Module.  It includes management and 

maintenance of user accounts. The administration 

department will manage the File Maintenance, Security, and 

User Management modules. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Software Development Methodology 

Developing an Online Printing Press Production and Sales 

Management System utilizing SEWs is challenging to do 

because there will be a series of tests and revisions before it 

will become functional and successful. Therefore, there are 

some useful tools in building integrated system methods 

such as System Development Life Cycle models. One of the 

most commonly used approaches is the Rapid Application 

Development   (RAD)   model,   often   referred   to   as   the 

Prototyping.  A  RAD  model,  specifically  evolutionary 

prototyping,  is  the  frame  of  reference  in  developing  the 

system. The evolutionary prototyping in Figure 1 shows the 

iterative process used in the development of the system. The 

process begins with a requirements gathering activity 

followed by a quick prototype designing and building. After 

analyzing the prototype, further refinements to the 

requirements are generated and the process begins again. 

 
Fig. 1: The Evolutionary Prototype Model 

Requirements definition and analysis are the most crucial 

parts of any system development since the requirement is a 

description of what a system should need to do. Thus, to 

cope with the faster pace of the user's requirements, 

prototyping becomes a popular tool for accelerating systems 

development. The proponent made used of prototyping to 

alleviate vague requirements analysis due to rapidly 

changing or poorly understood requirements that arise 

during requirements gathering from areas of the existing 

system that are not well known to the proponent. In the 

system design stage, after all data has been gathered and 

analyzed, the design of the new system was done following 

the flow of the operations over the entire system which 

includes the interface and database design. Since the 

prototyping technique was used in the development of this 

system, a prototype was presented to users allowing them to 

give feedback. The improvement and presentation continued 

until such time that the users finally approved and accepted 

the system. In the development stage, the coding of the 

program by the proponent was described in this   stage.   All   

programs   needed   to   make   the   system operational were 

also identified and described.  Testing was done after coding 

was accomplished. Testing the software was applied by the 

proponent to ensure that the defined input will produce the 

required results. Also, to determine whether the system can 
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perform all of its functions in a realistic operating 

environment. Furthermore, feedbacks of the users were 

gathered and made necessary improvement out of it. 

B. System Analysis and Design 

1) System Model 

Unified modeling language (uml) is composed of languages 

that by using and massive help item-orientated modeling of 

software program application structures in terms of flows, 

items, and messages. Uml is a tool for specifying software 

program software. Standardized diagram sorts help to 

explain and visually map a software tool's layout and shape. 

It is able to be probable used to model any utility, both 

particularly and independently of a goal platform. Because 

of this, the proponent analyzed and designed the proposed 

system via the following uml diagrams. Use case diagram 

that depicts the interactions among the device and outside 

systems and clients. In different phrases, it graphically 

describes who will use the gadget and in what approaches 

the individual expects to engage with the machine. The 

elegance diagram modified into used to provide an 

explanation for the item and information systems used 

inside the proposed device, both internally and in verbal 

exchange with its clients. It describes the facts without 

reference to any specific implementation. Its commands and 

relationships can be performed in masses of approaches, 

including database tables, xml nodes, or compositions of 

software items. An pastime diagram have become used to 

document the go with the flow of an algorithm or a 

commercial agency way and detail diagrams to show the 

shape of a system and the manner it could be deployed to a 

logical surroundings. 

2) Development Tools 

The following are the equipment that was used in the 

development of the proposed device: Microsoft visible 

studio 2019 ultimate version, integrated improvement 

surroundings (ide) from Microsoft, was used to increase 

graphical user interfaces and console applications. Ms sq. 

Server because the database controls system that establishes 

a reliable statistics management product and distributes 

wealthy functions, data protection, and performance for 

embedded packages.  C# 2010 as the programming language 

wherein the device turned into written. Asp. Internet 4.Zero 

because the framework or platform that became used to 

make the proposed device as a web application the 

proponent also used the subsequent software in the 

improvement of the system:, css, jquery, html five, latest 

versions of mozilla firefox or google chrome, and windows 

10 running gadget. 

 
Fig. 2: UML Interface of Visual Studio 2019 

The proponent made use of this workbench in developing 

the use case, class, and hobby diagrams of the proposed tool. 

In addition, a t4 text template comes to be notably applied to 

generate code from the uml model. Text template 

transformation toolkit is a template-based code technology 

engine. On this workbench, definitions of model elements 

are saved in a centralized repository as a part of the 

modeling task; they can be displayed on more than one 

diagram. Contents of   the   repository   can   be   browsed   

using uml   model explorer and add present day factors to 

new diagrams by using manner of dragging them from this 

window onto the layout ground. Each different thrilling and 

beneficial workbench tool included in visible studio 2019 

that the proponent used was the entity framework. Entity 

framework is a Microsoft ActiveX information object .Net 

(ADO.NET) era extension that permits the introduction of 

the model of the database and gives the chance for the 

integrated improvement environment (IDE) to routinely 

create a number of the code required to make the 

relationship between software and the database real. 

 
Fig. 3: A C# Code 

Figure 3 shows a C# code using LINQ to query a list of Job 

Orders with its corresponding company. The proponent did 

not use   complicated   joining   of   tables   through   Inner   

Join commands since Entity Framework automatically 

generates it and  abstracted  into  a  class  that  may  serve  

as  a  dataset. Figure 8 shows the output of the LINQ query. 

Furthermore, the proponent made use of MS Visual Studio 

2019 to provide auto code generation based on the created 

UML diagrams. 

 
Fig. 4: GUI of the system 

3) E-R Diagram 

 
Fig. 5: E-R Diagram of system 
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4) Site Map 

 
Fig. 6: Sitemap of the system 

IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The proponent carried out a gadget usability test that was 

participated by using the control, employees, clients of the 

respondent printing press employer, and it experts. The 

respondents had been asked to answer the gadget usability 

survey questionnaire. Consistent with the rating of the 

respondent printing press control and personnel, the 

common weighted mean of the machine usability is 6.4 with 

the interpretation of "strongly agree." in line with the score 

of customers, the average weighted suggest of the device 

usability is 6.5 with the outline of "strongly agree." in line 

with the evaluation of it professionals, the common 

weighted mean of the device usability is 6.Four with the 

interpretation of "strongly agree." in phrases of usability, the 

proposed  machine  changed into  rated  with  an  

combination  imply  of 6.Four described  as “strongly  

agree.”.  It implies that the system is strongly excessive in 

usability. It also means that the majority of the respondents 

strongly accept as true with the talents, capabilities, and the 

ease of use of the proposed gadget. As a consequence, 

primarily based on the gadget assessment, the proposed 

device is fantastically perfect by using the respondent 

management and its customers and a few it experts. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Primarily based totally mostly on the findings, it is able to 

be concluded that the proposed on line manufacturing and 

earnings control device will make the whole production 

tracking and income control approach of the respondent 

printing press business employer green and powerful. Every 

the manipulate and their customers from one-of-a-type 

locations can concurrently display up to date manufacturing 

records (production reputation and common ordinary overall 

performance) thru on-line surfing without requiring them to 

visit the administrative center bodily. Consequently, the 

control can show display a real-time key manufacturing 

everyday average performance and earnings index and plan 

operation strategically to fulfill patron needs, on the equal 

time as saving time, attempt, and coins. It lessens the 

processing time of the assessment of substances used and 

preferred for production. It offers a brief and accurate stock 

of uncooked substances, calculation of payments, 

monitoring of bills payables and payments receivables, and 

generating income reviews. All production and income 

opinions will guide the best preference-making of the 

manipulate. The workbench is incorporated into Microsoft 

seen studio 2019 the closing edition. It has powerful uml 

modeling device that may be used for conceptual and logical 

assessment inside the direction of software application 

software improvement. 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based at the conclusions, its miles surprisingly encouraged 

that the respondent printing press corporation need to utilize 

the proposed machine. For a hit implementation of the 

proposed device, the following pointers should be 

considered: the device ought to be uploaded to the net a 

good way to practice its complete functionality. There must 

be an extensive hands-on schooling of all the customers of 

the device for them to be familiarized with the gadget’s 

competencies and functions.  The organisation needs to have 

human and fabric sources to maintain or upgrade the gadget   

periodically. 
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